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The 11Bsp,a0d8Be reaction was studied from 1 MeV down to astrophysical energies by means of the
Trojan-horse method applied to the2Hs11B,ao

8Bedn three-body reaction performed at an incident energy of
27 MeV. Coincidence spectra measured in a kinematically complete experiment show the presence of the
quasifree11B-p process. The astrophysical factorSsEd for the 11Bsp,a0d8Be reaction was extracted from the
three-body cross section at low neutron momentum. The result was compared with the behavior of the astro-
physical factor from the directly measured two-body reaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the improvements in the field of as-
trophysics observation and models have triggered nuclear re-
action measurements at the astrophysical energies. Because
of their crucial role in understanding the first phases of the
Universe history and the subsequent stellar evolution, cross
sections at the Gamow energyEG should be known with an
accuracy better than 10%[1,2]. For charged particle induced
reactions the Coulomb barrierECB, usually of the order of
MeV, is much higher thanEG, thus implying that as the
energy is lowered the reactions take place via tunneling
with an exponential decrease of the cross section,ssEd
,exps−2phd (whereh is the Sommerfeld parameter). Ow-
ing to the strong Coulomb suppression, the behavior of the
cross section at astrophysical energies is usually extrapolated
from the higher energies by using the definition of the
smoother astrophysical factorSsEd,

SsEd = EssEdexps2phd, s1d

where exps2phd is the inverse of the Gamow factor, which
removes the dominant energy dependence ofssEd due to the
barrier penetrability.

Although theSsEd factor allows for an easier extrapola-
tion, large uncertainties tossEGd may be introduced due, for
instance, to the presence of unexpected resonances. In order
to avoid the extrapolation procedure, a number of solutions
were proposed in direct measurements for enhancing the
signal-to-noise ratio at astrophysical energies. However for
nuclear reactions studied in laboratory, the electron clouds
surrounding the interacting nuclei lead to a screened cross
section sssEd larger than the “bare” nucleus one,sbsEd
[3–7]. Thus the enhancement factor, defined by the relation

f labsEd = sssEd/sbsEd < expsphUe/Ed s2d

has to be taken into account. In this equationUe is the elec-
tron screening potential in the laboratory which is different
from the one present in the stellar environment. In order to

extract the effective cross section for stellar plasmasplsEd,
the relevant information is the bare nucleus cross section
sbsEd that has to be multiplied for the stellar electron screen-
ing enhancement factorfpl, estimated within the framework
of the Debye-Hückel theory. A direct measurement ofsb
using, for instance, bare nuclei crossed beams appears almost
impossible due to beam luminosity problems with such cross
sections. Thus, although it is possible to measure cross sec-
tions in the Gamow energy range, the bare cross sectionsb is
extracted by extrapolating the direct data behavior at higher
energies where a negligible electron screening contribution is
expected.

Experimental studies of reactions involving light nuclides
[8–10] have shown that the expected enhancement of the
cross section at low energies was in all cases significantly
larger than what could be accounted for by available atomic-
physics models. This aspect deserves special attention be-
cause one may have a chance to predict the effects of elec-
tron screening in an astrophysical plasma only if it is
preliminarily understood under laboratory conditions. Thus,
alternative methods for determining bare nucleus cross sec-
tions of astrophysical interest are needed. In this context a
number of indirect methods, e.g., the Coulomb dissociation
[11,12], the ANC (asymptotic normalization coefficient)
method [10–17], and the Trojan-horse method(THM)
[18–34] were developed. Some of them make use of direct
reaction mechanisms, such as transfer processes(stripping
and pickup) and quasifree reactions(knock-out reactions). In
particular, the THM is a powerful tool which selects the qua-
sifree (QF) contribution of an appropriate three-body reac-
tion performed at energies well above the Coulomb barrier to
extract a charged particle two-body cross section at astro-
physical energies free from Coulomb suppression. The THM
has already been applied several times to reactions connected
with fundamental astrophysical problems[35,36] such as
12Csa ,ad12C, 7Li sp,ad4He, 2Hs6Li, ad4He, 6Li sp,ad3He,
3Hesd,pd4He, 1Hs9Be,6Li d4He, and 2Hsd,pd3H studied
through the 6Li s12C,a12Cd2H [22], 2Hs7Li, a ,adn
[20,21,23,24,37], 6Li s6Li, aad4He [19,25,26],
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2Hs6Li, a3Hedn [27,28,38], 6Li s3He,pad4He [30],
2Hs9Be,a6Li dn [31], and 2Hs6Li, tpd4He [32] three-body
processes, respectively. Important results were obtained and
those studies validated the conditions under which the
method can be applied. In particular, the2Hs6Li, a3Hedn ex-
periment[27,28] represents the first validity test of the THM
where the agreement with the direct data was proven above
and below the Coulomb barrier in the same data set.

The present paper reports on a recent investigation of the
11Bsp,a0d8Be reaction, responsible for Boron destruction in
stellar environment, together with the11Bsp,a1d8Be process.
The extraction of a more accuratep-capture cross section for
B may help to understand how Li, Be, and B burning takes
place in stars.

The two-body11Bsp,a0d8Be reaction was studied through
the 2Hs11B,a8Bedn three-body reaction and its astrophysical
SsEd factor was extracted. This study allows one to perform
a complete validity test of the THM below the Coulomb
barrier. Indeed the11Bsp,a0d8Be two-body reaction proceeds
also through a state of the intermediate12C nucleus at
16.11 MeV of excitation energy, corresponding to a reso-
nance in the11B-p excitation function far below the Cou-
lomb barrier [Ec.m.=0.15 MeV (where c.m.—center of
mass)]. The presence of the same resonant behavior in the
11B-p excitation function indirectly extracted via the THM
would be a further important validity test for the method.

II. THEORY

A. Quasifree mechanism

The quasifreeA+a→c+C+s reaction,a having a strong
x% s cluster structure, can be described by a pseudo-
Feynmam diagram(Fig. 1), where only the first term of the
Feynman series is retained. The upper pole in the figure de-
scribes the virtual break up of the target nucleusa into the
clustersx and s; s is then considered to be spectator to the
A+x→c+C reaction which takes place in the lower pole.
This description, called impulse approximation(IA ) [39], is
valid if the following hold.

(a) The momentum transfer is sufficiently high or
equivalently the associated wavelength sufficiently small
(less than 1 fm). Consequently the interaction can be consid-
ered confined.

(b) The incident center-of-mass energy is higher than
the binding energy of the clustersx-s.

In plane wave impulse approximation(PWIA) the cross
section of the three-body reaction can be factorized into two
terms corresponding to the two poles of Fig. 1[40,41] and it
is given by

d3s

dEcdVcdVC
~ KFS ds

dV
DuFspWsdu2, s3d

where (i) ds /dV is the off-energy-shell differential cross
section for the two-bodyAsx,cdC reaction at the center of
mass energyEc.m. given in postcollision prescription by

Ec.m.= Ec−C − Q2b, s4d

whereQ2b is the two-bodyQ-value of theA+x→c+C reac-
tion and Ec−C is the relative energy between the outgoing
particlesc andC; (ii ) KF is a kinematical factor containing
the final state phase-space factor and it is a function of the
masses, momenta, and angles of the outgoing particles:

KF =
mAamc

s2pd5"7

pCpc
3

pAa
FS pWBx

mBx
−

pWCc

mc
D ·

pWc

pc
G−1

; s5d

(iii ) FspWsd is the Fourier transform of the radial wave func-
tion xsrWd for thex-s intercluster motion, usually described in
terms of Hänkel, Eckart, and Hulthén functions depending
on thex-s system properties.

Besides the PWIA approach, the distorted wave impulse
approximation(DWIA ) treatment was sometimes applied in
the analysis of QF reactions and QF scattering experimental
data. In particular, the DWIA allows one to obtain spectro-
scopic information related to the intercluster wave function
xsrWd. In the DWIA [42] the radial wave functions are de-
duced from optical-model potentials so thatuFspWsdu2, in Eq.
(3), turns out to be dependent on the considered reaction as
well as on the energy. It has to be stressed that the main
difference between the momentum distributions calculated in
PWIA and in DWIA is twofold [42,43].

(a) The tails of the x-S momentum distribution. For
recoil momenta,ps,100 MeV/c, the essential features of
uFspWsdu2 are the same in both procedures. For instance, cal-
culations [42] of the cross section forsp,pad reactions at
100 MeV on 6Li, 7Li, 9Be, and 12C, show very similar
shapes in the low momentum region, with the only exception
of 12C. However, while PWIA introduces unphysical zeros in
the momentum distribution, these are properly filled in a
DWIA treatment[42,44].

(b) The absolute value of the cross section. Indeed in
the DWIA treatment the absolute value of the momentum
distribution undergoes a dramatic decrease due to wave ab-
sorption effects, which are not taken into account in PWIA.
The reduction factor ranges from a few units to several or-
ders of magnitudes.

In the experimental work reported in the present paper the
validity conditions of the IA appear to be fulfilled. Indeed the
quite high energy of11B of 27 MeV (740 MeV/c in momen-
tum) corresponds to an associated de Broglie wavelength of
0.26 fm, much smaller than the deuteron effective radius of

FIG. 1. Diagram representing the quasifree processasA,cCds;
the particles is considered as spectator to the process, while the
incident particleA interacts only with the clusterx.
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4.5 fm. We stress that in view of the various approximations
involved in the THM and, in particular, of the assumption
that off-energy-shell effects are negligible, one cannot ex-
tract the absolute value of the two-body cross section. How-
ever, the absolute value can be obtained through normaliza-
tion to the direct data available at energies above the
Coulomb barrier. Thanks to this, since we select the region of
low momentumps for the spectatorsps,0 MeV/cd, where
PWIA and DWIA wave functions have very similar shapes
[44], the PWIA approach will be used for the analysis of the
experimental results. Before going on with the description of
the experiment, some details concerning the validity tests of
the IA approach are provided. IfuFspWsdu2 is known and KF is
calculated, it is possible to deriveds /dV from a measure-
ment ofd3s /dEcdVcdVC:

S ds

dV
D ~ F d3s

dEcdVcdVC
GfKFuFspWsdu2g−1. s6d

In particular, the value of the three-body cross section can be
determined atps,0 MeV/c for different combinations of
the quasifree reaction angles and/or different incident ener-
gies. In this case the three-body cross section divided by the
kinematical factor is proportional to the off-energy-shell
cross section,Fsps,0 MeV/cd being a constant.

B. From quasifree reactions to
the Trojan-horse method

The application of the quasifree mechanism to the study
of reactions at astrophysical energies[29,45] derives from
previous researches on this mechanism at very low energies
[37,38,46–61]. This approach starts from the theory of the
THM proposed by Baur[18], whose basic idea is to extract a
A+x→C+c two-body reaction cross section at low energies
from a suitableA+a→C+c+s three-body reaction. Under
appropriate kinematical conditions, the three-body reaction is
considered as the decay of the “Trojan horse”a into the
clustersx and s and the interaction ofA with x inside the
nuclear field, whereby the nucleuss can be considered as a
spectator during the reaction. If the bombarding energyEA is
chosen high enough to overcome the Coulomb barrier in the
entrance channel of the three-body reaction, both Coulomb
barrier and electron screening effects are negligible.

In the original paper by Baur[18] it was proposed that the
initial velocity of the projectileA is compensated for by the
Fermi motion of particlex. In this framework, a momentum
of the order of hundreds of MeV/c could be needed. How-
ever, in the case ofa nuclei with a predominantl =0 inter-
cluster motion, such momenta populate the tail of the mo-
mentum distribution for particlex, making very critical the
separation from eventual background reaction mechanisms,
such as sequential decays feeding the same exit channel.
Moreover, as already mentioned, the tail of the calculated
momentum distribution entering Eq.(6) changes depending
on the theoretical approach applied, thus a very sophisticated
treatment might be required in order to get the relevant two-
body cross section. In order to overcome these problems, we
have introduced a different approach[19–28,30–32,45]
based on the idea that the initial projectile velocity is com-

pensated for by the binding energy of particlex inside a.
Thus the two-body reaction can be induced at very low(even
vanishing) relative energy[28]. Moreover, the role of the
cutoff in the momentum distribution consists in fixing the
accessible astrophysical energy region, as given by

DEqf = EAx − Bxs± Exs, s7d

whereEAx is the beam energy in the center of mass of the
two-bodyA-x system,Bxs represents the binding energy for
the x-b system, andExs describes their intercluster motion
within the chosen cutoff in momentum. In this way it is
possible to extract the two-body cross section from Eq.(6)
after inserting the appropriate penetration functionPl in or-
der to account for the penetrability effects affecting the direct
data below the Coulomb barrier[28,33]. The complete for-
mula is given by

S ds

dV
D ~ F d3s

dEcdVcdVC
GfKFuFspWsdu2g−1Pl . s8d

When the projectile energy is not very high and off-energy-
shell effects are not negligible, a more sophisticated ap-
proach based on a modified plane wave Born approximation
[33,34] turned out to be useful since Coulomb and off-
energy-shell distortions in the two-body entrance channel are
included[24–28]. As shown above, since in the present ex-
perimental work the IA validity conditions are fulfilled, the
more intuitive PWIA was applied for the further extraction of
the two-body cross section. As already mentioned, the THM
data are not affected by electron screening effects. Therefore,
once the behavior of the absolute bareSbsEd factor is ex-
tracted from the two-body cross section, a model-
independent estimate of the screening potentialUe can be
obtained from comparison with the direct screenedSsEd fac-
tor.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed at the Laboratori Nazi-
onali del Sud in Catania. The SMP Tandem Van de Graaf
accelerator provided a 27 MeV11B beam with a spot size on
target of 1.5 mm and intensities up to 2–3 pnA. The relative
beam energy spread was about 10−4. Deuterated polyethylene
targetssCD2d of about 170mg/cm2 were placed at 90° with
respect to the beam direction. A siliconDE−E telescope,
placed at a distanced=65 cm from the target and atu=45°
with respect to the beam axis, was used to detect the11B
+ 2H scattering yield, thus allowing for a continuous moni-
toring of the target thickness during the measurement. No
absolute normalization was necessary for the experiment.

The detection setup consisted of a dual position sensitive
detectorsDPSDd, made of two 531 cm2, 1000mm thick
detectors, mounted one above the other and separated by
1 mm, and three 531 cm2 1000mm thick position sensitive
detectors(PSD1, PSD2, and PSD3), placed on opposite sides
of the beam(Fig. 2) and covering the laboratory angles
uDPSD=20° ±10°, uPSD1=−17° ±7°, uPSD2=−37° ±7°, and
uPSD3=−57° ±7°, respectively.

The angular ranges were chosen in order to cover momen-
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tum valuespWs of the undetected neutronspectatorranging
from −200 MeV/c to 200 MeV/c. This assures the bulk of
the quasifree contributions for the breakup process of interest
falling inside the investigated regions. This allowed also to
cross check the method inside and outside the phase-space
regions where the quasifree contribution is expected. The 1
mm separation part of the DPSD was placed in the reaction
plane defined by the beam axis and the line directions con-
necting the center of the target with the center of the PSD’s.
The coplanarity of the three detectors was checked by an
optical system. The solid angles covered by the detectors
were DVDPSD=25 msr andDVPSD=13.3 msr. Thea par-
ticles coming from the decay of8Be were detected in coin-
cidence in the DPSD.

The trigger for the event acquisition was given by the
triple coincidences between the upper and the lower part of
the DPSD and one of the three PSD’s. This allowed for the
kinematic identification of8Be in the DPSD and its coinci-
dent detection with ana particle. Energy and position signals
for the detected particles were processed by standard elec-
tronics together with the coincidence relative times.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

1. Detector calibrations

In order to perform position calibration, grids with a num-
ber of equally spaced slits were placed in front of each PSD
and DPSD. A correspondence between position signal from
the PSD and detection angle of the particle was then estab-
lished.

Energy calibration was performed by means of a standard
three-peaka source anda particles from 12Cs6Li, ad14N*

and2Hs6Li, ad4He reactions, performed at a beam energy of
9 MeV. The total kinetic energy of the detected particles was
reconstructed off-line taking into account the energy loss in

the target. The overall energy and angular resolutions were
found to be about 1%.

2. Identification of 8Be

In order to identify8Be, the relative energy between the
two coincidence particles detected in the DPSD was calcu-
lated under the assumption of equal masses for them:

Erel = 0.5sEa1 + Ea2 − ÎEa1Ea2 cosua1a2d. s9d

The relativeua1a2 angle was deduced from the measured
in-plane and the estimated mean out-of-plane angles for the
two particles. The reconstructedErel spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2. The selection of events involving a8Be nucleus in its
ground state was performed by gating on the relevant peak
around 90 keV, associated with the twoa particles coming
from its decay. From the measured energies and angles of the
a particles, energyE8Be and emission angleu8Be of 8Beg.s.
(where g.s. stands for ground state) were calculated. Due to
the geometrical detection efficiency of the DPSD the contri-
bution of the excited levels of8Be is negligible. For this
reason it is not possible to extract from this experiment the
SsEd factor for theps11B,a1d8Be reaction. After the identifi-
cation of 8Be and the assumption of mass number 4 for the
third particle detected in the same coincidence event, the
locus of events inEa vs. E8Be for the 2Hs11B,a0

8Bedn reac-
tion (Fig. 3) was compared with the corresponding three-
body kinematic calculation, appearing to be very well recon-
structed. TheQ-value spectrum for the coincidence events is
reported in Fig. 4. The peak centered at about 6 MeV corre-
sponds to the three-body reaction of interest whoseQ value
is 6.36 MeV. Events inside this peak were selected for fur-
ther analysis.

FIG. 2. Relative energy spectrum for the two coincidence par-
ticles detected in the DPSD, calculated by assuming equal masses
for them. The peak at about 90 keV corresponds to the detection of
two a particles coming from the decay of8Beg.s..

FIG. 3. E8Be vs Ea kinematic locus for theds11B,8Bea0dn
events measured atE0=27 MeV.
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A. Experimental evidence of quasifree mechanism

1. Relative energy two-dimensional plots

After the selection of the8Beg.s.+a+n channel, the next
step of data analysis was to examine if in the considered
experimental kinematic regions, the contribution of the qua-
sifree process to the overall8Beg.s.-a coincidences was evi-
dent and well separated from others. As already mentioned,
the analysis of the experimental results is in general compli-
cated by the presence of other reaction mechanisms produc-
ing the same particles in the final state, e.g., sequential decay
(SD) and direct break-up. In order to study the nature of the
events belonging to the kinematic locus for the
2Hs11B,8Bea0dn reaction(Fig. 3), relative energies for any
two of the three final particles were obtained. Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) show coincidence events in the8Beg.s.-n vs.
8Beg.s.-a anda -n vs. 8Beg.s.-a relative energy planes. These
representations show very clear vertical loci, corresponding
to levels at excitation energies of 9.6, 10.84, and 16.11 MeV
in 12C [vertical loci in both Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Much less
defined loci associated with the 2.43 and 3.30 MeV states in
9Be [horizontal loci of Fig. 5(a), corresponding to diagonal
loci of Fig. 5(b)] and with the ground states of5He [horizon-
tal locus of Fig. 5(b)] can be recognized. From such a com-
prehensive analysis of the relative energy two-dimensional
plots, where the resolution appears to be better than the ex-
perimental one due to the well-known lens effect[11], it
comes out that the reaction11Bsp,a0d8Be mainly proceeds
through formation of an intermediate12C excited nucleus
with a much weaker contribution from states of9Be and5He.
However, the decays from5He and9Be intermediate states
leave the final neutron with a momentum larger than
80 MeV/c, and only the 16.11 MeV state of12C can contrib-
ute within the astrophysical region, the other two12C states
being below the11B+p decay threshold. The “noise” contri-
bution connected to SD from the 16.11 MeV state of12C has
to be discriminated against in the following data analysis.

2. Study of angular correlation spectra

Before any data extraction the next step is that of studying
the reaction mechanism involved in the population of the12C
state at 16.11 MeV of excitation energy. The same state can
be populated via quasifree mechanism or via sequential de-
cay as sketched in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). A way to investigate
the reaction mechanisms and therefore the nature(QFR or
SD) of this level is that of performing the angular correlation
analysis on the data. Figure 7 shows typical coincidence
spectra projected onEa axis for a fixedu8Be and for different

FIG. 4. Q-value spectrum corresponding to the kinematic locus
of Fig. 3. The sharp peak, around 6 MeV, corresponds to the8Be
+a+n channel.

FIG. 5. (a) 8Beg.s.-a vs 8Beg.s.-n and(b) 8Beg.s.-a vs a-n relative
energy two-dimensional plot. Very clear vertical loci appear, corre-
sponding to excited states of12C (see text for details).

FIG. 6. Simplified scheme for the(a) quasifree11Bsd,a0
8Bedn

reaction;(b) a possible competitive11Bsd,nd12C*sa0
8Bed sequen-

tial decay feeding the same final channel.
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ua angles within the experimental angular range. From the
sequence of these spectra it can be observed that the coinci-
dence yield attains a maximum when the neutron momentum
approaches zero value. The condition of nearly zero neutron
momentum is marked with an arrow in the figure. This fea-
ture is expected for a quasifree reaction because the momen-
tum distribution ofn-p system in the deuteron nucleus has a
maximum forpn=0 MeV/c. Theu8Be,uad angles correspond-
ing to this condition represent the so called quasifree angles.
Similar results were obtained for other quasifree angle pairs.
This represents a first necessary check for the existence of
the quasifree mechanism in the2Hs11B,a0

8Bedn reaction.

3. Data as a function of the neutron momentum pn

A complementary way to test the presence of QF and/or
SD mechanisms is to investigate the correlation between the
E8Be-a relative energy and the momentumpn for all coinci-
dence events, in the whole angular range covered by the
detectors. TheE8Be&#2010;a vs. pn two-dimensional plot(Fig.
8) shows that the main contribution of the already mentioned
16.11 MeV state of12C is confined in theupnuø40 MeV/c
range corresponding to the QF region. Moreover, in order to
explore the behavior of the coincidence yield depending on
the momentumpn, relative energyE11B-p spectra[E11B-p cor-
responds to theEc.m. variable of Eq.(4)] divided by the
phase-space contribution were reconstructed for different
ranges of the neutron momentumpn. Within 0 MeV/c
ø upnuø20 MeV/c [Fig. 9(a)] and 20 MeV/cø upnu
ø40 MeV/c [Fig. 9(b)] momentum ranges, the coincidence
yield appears to be quite high, in particular, close to the
E11B-p resonant window. Moving a bit further in momentum,
the coincidence yield decreases as shown in Fig. 9(c)
s40 MeV/cø upnu,60 MeV/cd, where the larger error bars
are due to the lower statistics. Events with aupnu.60 MeV/c

were excluded from the correlation analysis since, as already
mentioned, they contain the contribution from sequential de-
cays of5He and9Be intermediate states.

These experimental data provide further evidence for a
strong correlation between coincidence yield and neutron
momentumpn, a necessary condition for the dominance of
the quasifree mechanism in the region approaching zero neu-
tron momentum. But in case of a resonance within the lowpn
region this result might not be a sufficient condition, since
the manifested correlation can partially depend on the reso-
nant behavior, regardless of its SD or QF origin.

4. Analysis of the neutron momentum distribution

An observable which turns out to be more sensitive to the
reaction mechanism is the shape of the experimental momen-
tum distribution. In order to reconstruct the experimentalpn
distribution, the energy sharing method[53] was applied to
each pair of coincidence detectors selecting11B+p relative

FIG. 7. Typical coincidence spectra projected on theEa axis for
a fixeduBe and differentua, within the angular ranges of ±1°. The
condition corresponding to deuteron momentumpn=0 MeV/c is
marked with an arrow.

FIG. 8. EBe-a relative energy as a function of the spectator mo-
mentumpn. The sharp line at 8.7 MeV in the region of lowpn is
associated with the 16.11 MeV excited state of12C.
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energy windows of 100 keV. Dividing the resulting three-
body coincidence yield by the kinematic factor, this gives a
quantity which is proportional to the product of thepn mo-
mentum distribution with the differential11B-p two-body
cross section[see Eq.(6)]. Within such restricted11B+p
relative energy ranges, the differential two-body cross sec-
tion of the11B-p reaction, can be considered constant. Thus
the quantity defined above and reported in Fig. 10, represents
the experimentalpn momentum distribution in arbitrary
units. The error bars include only the statistical errors. The
extracted experimental momentum distribution(Fig. 10) was
then compared with the theoretical one, given in terms of a
Hulthén wave function in momentum space:

FspWsd =
1

p
Îabsa + bd

sa − bd2 F 1

a2 + ps
2 −

1

b2 + ps
2G s10d

with parametersa=0.2317 fm−1 and b=1.202 fm−1 [37] for
the deuteron ground state. The theoretical distribution was
superimposed on the data of Fig. 10, after being normalized

to the experimental maximum. Equation(10) with param-
etersa andb from Ref. [37] reproduces quite well the shape
of experimental data. At the end of this first step of data
analysis we can conclude with the following points.

(a) In the experimentally selected kinematic regions,
the QF mechanism gives the main contribution to the11B
+d reaction at 27 MeV.

(b) The QF mechanism is selected, without significant
contribution from contaminant SD processes.

(c) The analysis in PWIA can be used to describe the
process.

B. From the quasifree coincidence data to the indirect
two-body cross section

1. Selection of the quasifree mechanism

In order to select the region where the QF mechanism is
dominant, coincidence events for neutron momentum rang-
ing between −40 MeV/c and 40 MeV/c were considered in
the subsequent analysis. A Monte Carlo calculation was then
performed to extract thefKFuFspWsdu2g product. The momen-
tum distribution entering the calculation was that given in
Eq. (10). The geometrical efficiency of the experimental
setup as well as the detection thresholds of the PSD’s were
taken into account. An error calculation for the relative en-
ergies E8Be-a was also performed, leading to an average value
of about 40 keV. Following the PWIA prescription of Eq.
(6), the two-body cross sectionds /dV was derived by di-
viding the selected three-body coincidence yield by the result
of the Monte Carlo calculation. As already mentioned, since
this approach provides the off-energy-shell two-body cross
section, it is necessary to perform the appropriate validity
tests for the adopted IA.

2. Angular distributions: First validity test

A first test makes a comparison between the indirectly
extracted angular distributions and the direct behavior. The

FIG. 9. Three-body cross section for differentpn ranges:(a)
0 MeV/cø upnuø20 MeV/c, (b) 20 MeV/cø upnuø40 MeV/c,
and (c) 40 MeV/cø upnuø60 MeV/c.

FIG. 10. Experimental momentum distribution(full dots) com-
pared with the theoretical one given in terms of a Húlthen function
(full line).
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relevant angle in order to get the indirect angular distribu-
tions, i.e., the emission angle for thea-particle in thea-
8Be center-of-mass system, can be calculated according to
the relation[43]

uc.m.= arccos
svp − vtd · svC − vad

uvp − vtuuvC − vau

where the vectorsvp, vt, vC, and va are the velocities of
projectile, transferred proton, and the outgoing8Be anda
particles, respectively. These quantities can be calculated
from their corresponding momenta in the lab system, where
the momentum of the transferred particle is equal and oppo-
site to that of the spectator neutron(quasifree assumption)
[43]. The center-of-mass angular ranges covered in the
present experiment were uc.m.=120° –160°, uc.m.
=75° –120°, anduc.m.=20° –60°, respectively, for DPSD-
PSD1, DPSD-PSD2, and DPSD-PSD3 coincidences. The an-
gular distribution test was performed for each set of coinci-
dence events spanning the full8Be-a relative energy range in
steps of DEc.m.=200 keV. The angular distributions were
then normalized to the direct data from Ref.[62] within the
corresponding angular ranges and compared with them. An
example of the results is shown in Fig. 11. The error bars
include both statistical and normalization errors and the two-
body cross section is in arbitrary units. The solid lines show
the behavior of the direct angular distributions[62] inte-
grated in the same energy bins. The quite fair agreement
between the two trends makes us confident on the validity of
the IA.

3. Excitation functions: Second validity test

A second validity test applies to the behavior of the indi-
rect excitation function. It has to be verified that the behavior
of the off-energy-shell two-body cross section integrated
over the full experimentaluc.m. range covered is consistent
with that of direct data within the same angular region. Since
the investigated11B-p relative energy region lies below the
Coulomb barriersBC=1.7 MeVd, and, as foreseen, the ex-
tracted THM two-body cross section is free of Coulomb sup-
pression, in order to do the comparison indirect data were
multiplied by the Coulomb penetration function as given in
Refs.[28,33], assuming a dominantl =0 partial wave in the
entrance channel of the11B-p two-body reaction. The result-
ing two-body cross section is shown in Fig. 12(full dots),
where direct data from Ref.[62] are also reported(open
symbols). The normalization to the direct behavior was per-
formed in the regionE11B-p=800–900 keV. A good agree-
ment between the two data sets shows up, revealing that the
assumption for a dominantl =0 partial wave is correct within
the accuracy of the experimental information available.
Moreover, it has to be stressed that this agreement is indeed
a necessary condition for the further extraction of the astro-
physicalSsEd factor by means of THM[19–22,25,28]. At the
end of this second test on the data we can conclude that the
validity of the pole approximation for this experiment is veri-
fied. Moreover, both tests confirm that the PWIA analysis is
able to correctly describe the studied process.

C. Astrophysical factor

The procedure to derive the astrophysicalSsEd factor
from our data employs the usual definition of Eq.(1). Since
the experimental angular distributions appear to be quite flat
at these low energies, their behavior was easily extrapolated
to the uc.m. regions 0°−20° and 160°−180° not covered in
the experiment. Then the indirect two-body cross section was
integrated in the fulluc.m.=0°−180° angular range, and in-
serted in Eq.(1) in order to get theSsEd factor. Figure 13
shows the extractedSsEd factor compared with the direct
one, both averaged out at the same energy bin of 20 keV.
There is a fair agreement in the energy region
Ec.m..100 keV. Also the resonance corresponding to the
mentioned 16.11 MeV state of12C, which dominates the

FIG. 11. Example of angular distributions showing the11B-p
differential cross section as a function ofuc.m. (see text for details).
The 11B-p relative energy range is covered in steps ofDEc.m.

=200 keV.
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cross section at low energy, is well reproduced. A fit to the
indirect data was performed by using the following param-
etrization:

SbsEd = 0.31 + 3.00E − 2.28E2

+ 3.60 expF− 0.5SE − 0.16

0.06
D2G , s11d

where the Gaussian function accounts for the resonant be-
havior. The full line in Fig. 14, superimposed on the indirect
data, represents the result of the fit. The extracted bareSs0d
value turns out to beSbs0d=s0.41±0.09d MeV b, where the

quoted uncertainty accounts also for a systematic error of
about,20%. In the work of Beckeret al. [62] a larger value
of Sbs0d<2.1 MeV b is extrapolated from the higher energy
region. A recentR-matrix fit on the direct data[63] gives
Sbs0d=2.4 MeV b. A possible explanation for the discrep-
ancy observed in the two values of theSbsEd factor, namely,
the one obtained in the present work and that extrapolated
from direct measurements[62,63], might be ascribed to un-
certainties deriving from the extrapolation procedure on the
direct data or to the penetrability corrections in the very low
energy region, which produce an excessive decrease of the
lowest energy indirect points. The lack of direct data below
40 keV does not help in defining the “transition” region
where screening effects start to be important, and prevents us
from extracting the screening potential.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The indirect study of the11Bsp,a0d8Be reaction was per-
formed from 1 MeV down to the astrophysical region apply-
ing the THM to the 2Hs11B,a0

8Bedn three-body breakup
process. The results confirm the presence of a strong quasi-
free contribution populating the three-body channel around
the region of nearly zero spectator momentum. The mecha-
nism proceeds through a virtual two-body reaction of the
incident 11B with the proton in2H. For the first time the
validity test of the THM based on the behavior of the angular
distributions could be performed. Both angular distributions
and excitation function indirectly extracted agree with the
direct behavior in the region where screening effects are neg-
ligible. The extracted bareSbs0d value appears to be about a
factor 6 lower than that extrapolated from direct data. The
disagreement is still not understood and further study is
needed. Because of this and due to the lack of direct data

FIG. 12. Comparison between the indirect excitation function
(full dots) for the 11Bsp,ad8Beg.s. reaction and the direct behavior
(open symbols) [62].

FIG. 13. ExtractedSsEd factor (full dots) compared with the
direct one[62] (histogram line), both averaged out at the same
energy bin of 20 keV.

FIG. 14. Indirect astrophysicalSsEd factor (full dots) with su-
perimposed the result of a polynomial fit(full line) performed on
the data and discussed in the text.
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below 40 keV, the THM could not be applied for an estimate
of the effects of the electron screening for the11B-p system.
Direct data are missing because of the very low cross sec-
tions involved in the11Bsp,a0d8Be reaction. From the astro-
physical point of view thep-capture reaction rate on11B is
dominated by the11Bsp,a1d8Be reaction, whose cross sec-
tion is about two orders of magnitude higher. The indirect
measurement of this reaction would allow us to evaluate the
electron screening potential. However, experimental setups
with segmented detectors covering larger solid angles are
needed in order to detect thea particles coming from the
decay of8Be*.

In conclusion, a point to be stressed is that the experi-
ments we are dealing with using the THM can be performed
in a relatively short time with very simple experimental set-
ups and low intensity beams. Moreover, under special con-
ditions supporting the validity of IA, the PWIA can be used
to extract the two-body cross sections. In any case more
sophisticated approaches based on the DWBA[24,28,33,34]
can be applied. It is worth noticing also that in many THM
experiments where the IA factorization was successfully ap-
plied, the spectator particle was a neutron inside the deu-
teron. It would be highly desirable to study the same two-
body processes by using different Trojan-horse nuclei. This
would allow us to test the validity of the factorization against

effects such as the Coulomb distortion due to the spectator
particle, as well as the bound structure of the Trojan-horse
nucleus. In the future,p-capture reactions, such as
11Bsp,ad8Be, 7Li sp,ad4He, and6Li sp,ad3He, already stud-
ied via the THM off the neutron in2H, are planned to be
investigated using3He as the Trojan horse.

It has to be emphasized that the described analysis proce-
dure for the applicability of the THM is standard and thus all
the validity tests performed in the present paper have to be
repeated whenever the THM is applied[19–21,23–26,28,37].
A lot remains to be done in order to achieve reliable infor-
mation for many key reactions and processes. This would
allow also to understand off-energy-shell effects in the THM.
Furthermore the electron screening effect needs to be inves-
tigated in more details in view of its prospective role in the
framework of energy production in fusion reactors.
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